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Autism is epidemic! In 2015 the Centers for Disease Control reported that 1 in 45 children is identified
with autism spectrum disorder. daughter has been fully useful with no signals of the disorder.
Conventional doctors cannot help because they're restricted by the guidelines of the American
Medical Association. So what is a parent to do? She found a combination therapy which caused a
full reversal of symptoms and healed her child without the use of expensive products,
pharmaceuticals, or medical procedures.s struggle to find answers to the reason and remedy of her
daughter's condition. Evans still left the world of conventional medicine and found not merely the
source of her child' It really is a case research that includes full explanations of the every week drug-
free treatments, details of the side effects and their durations, and a full list of materials, metabolic
and psychological lab tests, laboratories, and clinicians utilized. Beating Autism may be the personal
tale of Anne Evans' Their child showed improvement instantly and recovered totally.s 3-season
struggle battling and overcoming autism. From that moment on, the Evans family used diet, and
Integrated Chinese Medicine (ICM) and Field Control Therapy to diagnose the health of Sarah' 
Defeating Autism may be the compelling and accurate story of the Evans's brain cells, analyze her
dietary needs, detoxify her organs, and boost and redirect her have immune system to combat off
invading pathogens without the use of antibiotics or psychotic medications.s autism, but clear
methods to her complete recovery, alternative medication, allergy elimination and Field Control
Therapy.  However, the term Autism Spectrum Disorder is simply a label, the underlying factors
behind the symptoms are rarely diagnosed. For the past 15 years the Evans'Learn how you can
get your son or daughter on a path to recovery and defeat autism too.
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Very informative book This was a really thorough account of the steps this author/ mother took to
greatly help her daughter. It was the first reserve I find out about Eastern Medication/ NAET/ FCT/
supplements and other remedies that didn't come direct from the people attempting to sell/ promote
the idea for their business. It gave me clarity of how exactly to pursue my very own son's healing.
This book is so informative! The author explained things step-by-step, the procedure behind it, and
what they specifically did. It had been like reading a journal of what they went through. (Therefore
yes, I skimmed some parts, and read other areas in depth- the ones that I think could help my child
more.) I appreciated the examples of test reports done before and after specific treatments, as well.
It helped me to comprehend some eastern medicine tips that I would haven't considered before. Did
I immediately venture out and perform everything this mother did? Evans, therefore i read the book
with keen curiosity.!! I thought it had been too great to be true An impressive story of a mother's
battle to clear her girl of a profound illness. Her belief that God desired her kid well moved them
forwards out of autism Wish I could have read (And thought) this when I battled 30 years of celiac
disease undiagnosed. Great cover to cover read particularly if your researching NAET remedies.
When I find out about NAET, among the techniques that Anne uses, I believed it was too good to
be true.! Today, I am experiencing the profound effects being lifted out of my illness and having a
existence free of fatigue.. I could see this reserve being relevant to all NAET individuals and mothers.
It could help them feel comprehended in their battle for wellness, unrelentless when confronted with
opstacles, and give desire to keep on . When I was young and, unfortunately, somewhat closed-
minded, I would have scoffed at the idea of energy medicine. Dare to believe, dare to try, and you
too may overcome Fantastic treatments!! Thank God that Anne didn't listen to the doctors who
thought that Sarah could not be healed and permanently would live a lifestyle of pain, hives,
tantrums, dyslexia, fevers, noise sensitivity, infections, hallucinations, and parasites. I must say i
appreciated the actual fact that the parents had been scientists, as well. I cannot believe how well
Alex is normally responding to NAET! Thank you, Darlene Cruz As a biomedical engineer I believe in
the energy of medical technology but I have discovered throughout my adult existence that western
medicine merely does not learn how to manage, help or heal those individuals experiencing chronic
ailments such as Autism Spectrum Disorder, cancer, arthritis, sports related accidental injuries,
fitness and daily diet. The pictures, charts and tables are extremely useful to understanding the info.
Anne Evans presents documented proof of natural methods overcoming measureable
poisons..Provided my very own experiences with medicine and health, I was instantly intrigued by
what the author, Anne Evans, had uncovered. It gives hope specifically for all of the disorders for
which there is no cure. It takes a brave person to write a book about what they did to greatly help
their kid, especially using "strange" treatments, therefore many nay-sayers out there.! Also the
charts in the trunk are excellent for comparing results I think that this book is a must read for
anybody with a member of family who has autism. I mean he helped me set aside dishes this am
like a "normal" small boy helping his Mom?? Thank you so much for sharing! Then I spoke with
some people that had utilized it and knew I needed to try it. If your budget does not enable this
additional purchase, check out your local open public library to observe if it is on their shelves. I was
so happy to have read this extremely informative I was so pleased to have go through this
extremely informative, inspirational publication! It was a mother detailing what their family did to
greatly help her child. Thank you Anne Evans for placing your story out there to help others. Five
Stars Great book! A MUST Browse! And I am exploring even more.! The remedies Anne Evans
came to are quite similar as the ones I have come to use. The publication was most insightful & I'd
certainly recommend it to other Autism parents struggling to greatly help their children A positive
lesson in questioning the status quo Beating Autism signifies a lesson to people to ask questions,



seek out our own answers and never accept the position quo especially when it comes to your
wellbeing and medical caution.! It really is my hope that every parent who includes a child diagnosed
on the autism spectrum offers access to a duplicate of Autism Treated and Cured.since it is all we
are doing for the past month. Her book symbolizes years of meticulous documentation of her girl
Sarah’s condition and everything she tried to greatly help her. Anne spent a lot of time researching
every nitty-gritty detail in her and her girl’s journey to health and happiness. Evans documented just
how of healing of her child and shows that there is nothing impossible. Further, I am hoping Anne’s
dedication will inspire others to search out the true root cause of other disorders as therefore many
might not be the psychological, genetic or "disease" condition we original thought.We highly
recommend reading Beating Autism and encourage everyone to think of the possibilities it
represents for yourself and those you like. The western medicine has its limits. No, but I attempted
some. Not to mention the time saved in looking out ways of recovery for themselves. Thankfully, I've
matured, and now I wonder just how many diseases could be cured if we didn't place our faith in
western medication and its usage of over-prescribed medications each with an extended list of
horrific unwanted effects. Anne is usually a warm and loving mom who spent countless hours
helping her young child to become diagnosed and cured along with educated.! If you are hurt in an
car crash, break a bone, have a heart attack or any various other acute, life-threatening risk,
western medication can be unparalleled in its capability to assist you to but long term treatment is
not its specialty.! If it is not owned by the library, request if indeed they will consider adding the
reserve to their collection. That is a reserve of love, loyalty, and hope. Sarah, the little lady who
doctors said would never have the ability to live independently, is now beginning her education in
traditional Chinese medicine with a fierce perseverance to heal other kids. I simply want to thank
you for putting your tale out there so we could find out about it. How do you know it's simply NAET.
Also the charts in the trunk are great for comparing results. A must read It's an excellent and well
written reserve and easy to understand. It's also very useful and revealing about unconventional
medicine and displays the reader the possibilities of alternative medicine. This is a book of love,
loyalty Beating Autism was compiled by my friend, Anne M. Anne M. My hope is normally that
Beating Autism will open up the eyes of people worldwide and show them there are other methods
and treatments open to help those experiencing all kinds of illness. Even factors beyond the blood-
brain barrier can be healed with unconventional medication. This book is helpful which is effective to
someone with autism. He is not taking any vitamin supplements or supplements at all! Informative
read Great read and insights and methods. The reserve gives hope, not only for children/people
with autism. The main element factor here is, the info and how you interpret it and use it. I received
a free of charge reserve that I had won through the Goodreads First Browse Giveaway.!
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